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Appointments
International Team
Singapore

Private Practice Roles
Banking Partner

Singapore

Asset Finance

Singapore

Projects

Singapore

This ﬁrm is looking for a name in the market
to join them. A following is required with
general banking experience and project
ﬁnance. This ﬁrm has a pep of GBP 600+.
Ref: 113801.
Partner

Well known UK ﬁrm seeks an asset ﬁnance/
banking associate. You will do a mixture of shipping,
aviation and offshore oil & gas installation work
primarily. Good prospects for promotion in due
course. Ref: 113301.
3-6 years

This law ﬁrm seeks a projects lawyer. You will work
with a partner involved in all forms of infrastructure
development and ﬁnancing, particularly within
the power, water and telecoms sectors.
Ref: 100701.
3-6 years

Managing Partner

Oil & Gas

Banking & Finance

Singapore

Singapore

Singapore

This US law ﬁrm is looking to open in Singapore
during the course of 2011. A “big-hitter”
with several years in SG and a following in
ﬁnance, corporate or arbitration advantageous.
Ref: 110001.
Partner

US law ﬁrm seeks an associate to join the corp
team. You will work with a global team largely
regarded as one of the leaders in this ﬁeld. You
should have exp from another top law ﬁrm and
excellent academics. Ref: 113701.
3-6 years

An opp for a mid-senior ﬁnance lawyer to join this
established practice. You will do a broad mixture
of top quality cross-border and domestic work.
Ideal for someone from overseas or someone
looking for a change. Ref: 108301.
3-6 years

Corporate

Insurance Litigation

Part-Time

Singapore

This leading ﬁrm seeks up to 3 associates to
join its practice which is debt & equity focused.
Candidates should have top academics and
experience from peer US ﬁrms or Magic Circle
UK ﬁrms. Ref: 113601.
1-4 years

Singapore

Singapore

This specialist and international risks group
advises London market and international insurers
and reinsurers on a diverse range of high value
claims. The partner seeks a junior lawyer to help
build the ofﬁce. Ref: 111101.
1-3 years

Our client is looking for senior ﬁnance lawyers
who are looking to work in an in-house
environment but who don’t want to work
full-time. Top law ﬁrm and international bank
experience required. Ref: 102101. 10+ years

ISDA Negotiator

Compliance (AML)

In-House Roles
Derivatives

Singapore

Singapore

Singapore

Experience of OTC and securitized derivatives
covering a broad range of underlying
asset classes (credit, FX, rates, equity)
preferred. ISDA experience advantageous.
Ref: 114801.
5-10 years

This investment bank is looking for experienced
ISDA negotiators with exp at top-tier ﬁnancial
institutions. Exposure to commodity related ISDAs
would be an advantage, as would negotiating
NAFMII agreements. Ref: 121400.
3-7 years

International bank seeks an anti-money laundering
compliance ofﬁcer who has understanding of
local MAS regulations and Singapore legislations
and who is capable of taking on a wider regional
role for AML. Ref: 111501.
5+ years

Investment Banking

IT

Compliance (Equities)

Singapore

Singapore

Singapore

Legal counsel sought by international investment
bank. Currently looking for someone with a
capital markets, corporate ﬁnance and M&A
background, preferably with a Singapore or
common law qualiﬁcation. Ref: 114701. 5-7 years

Management and technology consulting company
seeks legal counsel to join its legal team. The role
will involve reviewing, drafting and negotiating
a large number of medium to complex client
transactions. Ref: 110501.
6-8 years

Int private investment management ﬁrm seeks a
compliance manager. Compliance experience in
asset management and investment management
will be an advantage. Proﬁciency in Mandarin or
Japanese advantageous. Ref: 112001.
5+ years

Commodities

Compliance

Compliance (Wealth Mgmt)

Singapore

Internationally renowned investment bank
seeks commodities lawyer for its legal team.
Experience with a top-tier bank essential and
derivatives experience would be advantageous.
Ref: 115001.
7+ years

Singapore

This international bank seeks a senior compliance
manager to implement the roll out of investment
banking compliance controls across its regional
network. Experience in managing conﬂicts of
interest issues required. Ref: 112701. 5+ years

Singapore

This investment bank seeks a compliance ofﬁcer
with private wealth management compliance
exp. Familiarity with local legal and regulatory
requirements plus solid knowledge of structured
products essential. Ref: 115201.
7+ years
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Hong Kong
Banking & Finance

Australia
Hong Kong

Energy & Resources

Middle East
Perth & Brisbane

Projects

Abu Dhabi

This Magic Circle law ﬁrm in Hong Kong is
looking to hire a mid-level banking and ﬁnance
associate. Candidates must have a strong
academic background and top-tier ﬁnance
experience. Ref: 119200.
3+ years

Opportunities exist for star E&R lawyers to join
one of Australia’s ﬁnest with opportunities
Australia wide across the full gamut of law.
Sponsorship available and full relocation paid.
Ref: 642779.
2-6 years

Excellent opportunity for a top ﬂight lawyer
with at least three years’ commercial projects/
ﬁnance experience. Sector experience in energy,
petrochemicals, transport and infrastructure
required. Ref: 814040.
3-5 years

Corporate

Banking

Finance

Hong Kong

Sydney

Doha

Leading US ﬁrm is looking to grow its Hong Kong
practice. They are looking for several exceptional
candidates with excellent academics, Chinese
language skills and training from top-tier
international law ﬁrms. Ref: 138300. 1+ years

We are currently working on numerous banking
and ﬁnance roles. Various opportunities across
project/structured/acquisition/leveraged and
property ﬁnance, also including aviation ﬁnance.
Will sponsor. Ref: 624889.
2-8 years

Global leader in the banking/ﬁnance sector is
keen to hire an entrepreneurial associate for its
developing Doha ofﬁce at the 3-5 year level.
Excellent experience and exposure to leading
institutions. Ref: 23253.
3-5 years

Insurance Compliance

Markets

Corporate

Hong Kong

Sydney

Dubai/Abu Dhabi

Global market leading insurance business
requires a director level compliance professional.
Responsibility for managing and maintaining a
robust compliance framework across all business
lines. Ref: 136200.
8+ years

This banking and investment advisory business
requires a junior/mid-level markets lawyer. This
role requires a commercially-minded lawyer with
one or more of derivatives, structured products or
DCM skills. Ref: 643724.
3-6 years

With the market improving signiﬁcantly in the
ME, this team has seen a large increase in the
levels of instructions. They are keen to hire
several 1-6 year level associates to add weight
to the current practice. Ref: 21033. 1-6 years

Legal Counsel Banking

Energy & Resources

Funds

Hong Kong

Sydney

Qatar

Due to continued growth this prime services
business requires a qualiﬁed lawyer with strong
client facing skills to act as an advisor to the
business. Prime services and experience with
hedge funds desirable. Ref: 137700. 5-6 years

Join this leading oil & gas production company.
Reporting into the general counsel, you will be
involved in a broad range of work. Candidates
will have a strong corporate/M&A background.
Ref: 643725.
4-7 years

This investment organisation is looking to recruit
an additional funds lawyer to its growing legal
team. Excellent academics and a solid career
path featuring top-tier funds practices are
absolutely essential. Ref: 22763.
7+ years

ISDA Negotiator

Banking & Finance

Commercial/Finance

Hong Kong

Melbourne

Saudi Arabia

Highly regarded investment bank with a strong
presence in the AP region require a qualiﬁed lawyer
with strong product knowledge to be responsible
for drafting/negotiation ISDA Master Agreements.
High performing team. Ref: 128000.
3-5 years

An opportunity exists for a senior banking and
ﬁnance lawyer to work within this premier, full
service, mid-tier ﬁrm. You will have experience in
one or more of asset ﬁnance, acquisition ﬁnance
or structured ﬁnance. Ref: 643558.
5-8 years

Our client is one of the largest institutions in
Saudi Arabia. They are now expanding its legal
team and are looking for senior commercial and
ﬁnance (including Islamic ﬁnance) associates.
Ref: 23123.
10+ years

Corporate M&A

Corporate (M&A and ECM)

Shipping/Litigation

Hong Kong

Top international law ﬁrm with a strong brand
throughout the region seeks a mid/senior level
mergers and acquisitions specialist. The team
works on both public and private deals for a range
of high proﬁle clients. Ref: 140800.
4-7 years

Melbourne

Leading corporate practice is expanding its
public and private company client base. Dealing
with all aspects from large scale M&A to private
equity and capital markets. Employer of choice.
Ref: 646979.
4-8 years

Kuwait

This org is a leader in its ﬁeld, looking to expand
its team with an expat lawyer with a broad range
of contentious shipping experience covering all
aspects of shipping and the sale of crude oil &
petroleum products. Ref: 21883.
7+ years

To discuss Private Practice or In-House roles, call Jamie Newbold or Jeremy Poh
on +65 6232 2932 or email jamienewbold@taylorroot.com or jeremypoh@taylorroot.com
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